The range and straggling of positive and negative muons in a stopping medium composed principally of lead, graphite and steel has been investigated .experimentally with data from a Bevatron spectrometer. It is concluded that the Bethe-Bloch formula is capable of representing the range behavior of muons between 500 MeV/c and 1500 MeV/c within ± 0.3%· Values of the mean excitation energies of 79 ± 7 eV for graphite and 287 ± 13 eV for iron are obtained.
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The measurement of range is a potentially very accurate technique for determining particle energies, at least where the energy loss is dominated JI,J by atomic excitation processes. For muons in particular this extends from below 100 MeV to tens of GeV. The use of such a technique for calibrating a beam line has recently been described 1 , but range has more frequently been used in conjunction with momentum measurement as a very sensitive way to discriminate specific particles from background, for example, in branching ratio measurements.
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The basic theory of energy loss by ionization, developed over many years, centers around the Bethe-Bloch theory 3 , with a correction for pol&-rization described by Sternheimer and others. The effects of nuclear excitation, bremsstrahlung and pair production are negligible for this study and will not be considered.
The theory is depender).t on the parameters I which must be measured The data available in this study were the ranges of a spectrum of muons between about 500 and 1500 MeV/c, stopping in an absorber principally of iron, but having passed through a significant thickness of graphite. The effective ionization potentials of' these materials have been evaluated.
Apparatus

.
The muons came from part of the large body of K ~3 events collected during . 0 +-9 a search conducted at the Bevatron for the elusive decay· mode KL~ ~ ~ The apparatus has already been described in some detai1. 10 The plan view in .. Trajectories were defined on each side by five wire spark chambers, each with four coordinate planes read out magnetostrictively. The wire spacing and distance between chambers were such that angular resolution was comparable with the multiple scattering angle 0.5 mr.
The line integrals of the bending fields were quite uniform. Both fields were mapped in three components on a 2 inch cubic grid, and their currents held constant to within ~ 0.03% during running. An error of 0.2% in overall calibration is considered possible and is incorporated in the uncertainties discussed below.
Particle identification was assisted by Freon 12 Cherenkov counters for electrons, and by range measurement to separate muons from pions. One of the two similar range telescopes is represented in Fig. 2 , The crosssectional dimensions were 120 ems. square.
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An initial thickness of 43 g em
6
-2 of lead and 1 0 g em of graphite was intended to minimize electron and pion penetration. Behind this the 17 scintillators were separated by varying numbers of steel plates so that the average range interval corresponded approximately to a 7% change in muon momentum.
DATA REDUCTION
In the analysis of the data, K 0~3 candidates were easily recognized by making use of a loose range-momentum correlation. For this investigation, which was motivated by the necessity to examine the range-momentum relationships
candidates, some of the K ~3 data were abstracted in histogram form. The two sides of the apparatus were taken independently, but muons of both signs were treated together. Since the spectrometer fields were reversed systematically during data collection, a check could be made of the equality of ranges of 1-1+ and 1-1 as far as the overall uncertainties involved in this study. A charge dependent discrepancy is reported in detail 13 elsewhere.
A 0.1% correction is necessary to the Bethe-Bloch formula of opposite sign for 1-1 + and 1-1 • When 1-1 + and 1-1 are taken together the effect is averaged out. Another small effect is, however, expected to increase the apparent ranges of 1-1 • The atomic cascade X-rays from 1-1 absorption could cause signals in the next scintillator on about 1.2% of occasions, increasing the average apparent range by about 0.05%, negligible as far as this work is concerned.
Since discrete range intervals were employed, the investigation used the momentum spectra for events stopping in each interval. The spectra were in 2.5 MeV/c bins below a range of 10 counters --about 900 MeV/c --and in 5
MeV/c bins above this. As well as the muon peak there was in each case a background at higher momentum which extended into the muon region. Originating from pions, these events amounted to a 4% subtraction from events in the muon region at the lowest ranges, decreasing to, for example, 2.4% for range 8
(760 MeV/ c). Subtraction was done empirically by extrapolation, and an uncertainty estimated by performing the analysis without subtraction. The possible error was taken arbitrarily to be ± 0.5 X (the difference between the two analyses).
Because the total muon spec~rum had a broad peak at about 1.0 GeV/c (Fig. 5) the individual spectra for each range showed an assortment of skewed shapes.
It was felt, however, that each one could be adequately represented by its mean momentum and R.M.S. width.
These parameters were then compared with theoretical values obtained from a simulation of the apparatus.
As an estimate of the errors on the mean momenta, the uncertainty from the background subtraction was comb:ined with the statistical error. In the case of the widths, the various peaks were truncated at 10%, 20% and 30% amplitudes, and the widths of all three cases corrected to that of the full The small differences in thickness of the absorber on the two sides were allowed for by treating the two sides separately.
Apart from the effective ionization potential parameters of carbon and iron, the significant uncertainties were in the density of the graphite,
. + determined only to -0.25%, a possible miscalibration of the momentum discussed below, and uncertainty of ± 0.1% in the total thickness and density of the iron
The stepping program was made to give the values of momenta which corresponded to stopping points exactly on the boundary between discrete range intervals. These momenta and their derivitives with respect to the uncertain parameters could be obtained for any values of these parameters.
Using the experimental momentum spectrum and the range -momentum relations from the previous step, the distribution of muons among the range intervals was simulated numerically. The momentum resolution, discussed below, and range straggling were taken into account.
The mean momentum and the R.M.S. deviation from it were evaluated for each range interval since these numbers corresponded to the experimental data available.
Comparis.on with Experiment
Since the corresponding range bites on each side were very closely the same, the widths of the corresponding mJmentum spectra could be averaged. The results of the simulation program were then compared against these as in Fig. 3 . The momentum dependent theoretical straggling width determined from the steppipg program was permitted to have a ·simple free valued factor of the form.
crempJ..rJ.·cal = cr · (l +A). theoretJ.cal .
It was found that a straggling width (13.0 ± 2.0)% greater than theoretical gave the best fit to the data.
Using the simulation which fitted the widths best, the experimental values of mean momentum were compared to those from the stepping and simulation programs (Fig. 4) .
A minimum x 2 search was carried out to establish the best values of Ic and IFe' allowing for uncertainty in the density of the carbon,the density and thickness of iron, and the momentum calibration.
The values obtained were Ic = 79 ± 7 eV.
± 13 ev.
Uncertainties
The uncertainties inherent in the analysis can be considered in several groups. The first is the question of counter performance in the range telescopes. The efficiency of these counters was continuously Apart from normal surveying techniques the relative alignment of the chambers in the two spectrometers was frequently checked by straight tracks taken with the magnets off. Since the magnet currents were frequently reversed the effect of remanent fields at zero currents was eliminated.
The possibility of a small miscalibration in the current monitoring system has been noted above. There was, however, a continuous calibration 0 + -from the reconstruction of KL ~ n n data. Momenta, positions and direction vectors of the two pions were, of course, adequate to reconstruct the mass, trajectory and momentum of the parent particle.
For the data used in this work, the corresponding K~ ~ n+ n invariant mass peak was slightly shifted from the tabulated K~ mass. This could result from errors in momentum measurement or in the opening angle caused by an error in the relative positions of the spark chambers on the two sides.
Additionally a momentum error in one magnet could be partially compensated by an error in the opposite sense in the other.
The last point was checked by reversing the magnetic ~ields. The resulting small shi~ts in the mass and mean ~ direction were consistent with an irreversibility in one of' the fields of' 1 in 103 (Fig. 6) . 16 From the o~f'set in the experimental invariant mass spectrum a correction o~ + 0.2% is necessary to the momenta. Allowing ~or conservative estimates o~ the opening angle uncertainties and the non-reversibility e~~ect, a possible ~ractional uncertainty on the momenta o~ ± 0.2% is assumed •
• The question o~ mome-ntum resolution was raised above. Because o~ the combined ~unction o~ the ~rant chambers in measuring opening angle and momentum, the resolution in invariant mass was not strongly dependent on the angular resolution o~ these chambers. Taking this into account, the observed momentum independent standard deviation o~ 1.45 MeV/c 2 in the invariant mass peak can be used to estimate the momentum resolution. An analysis indicates that the momentum resolution was ± 0.6% changing only slightly with momentum. It is o~ interest that, ~or a sample o~ the data, the simple momentum calculation was replaced by step-by-step integration through the ~ields. ·The invariant mass resolution improved to ± 1.0 MeV/c 2 , and the momentum resolution to ± 0.43%.
Conclusion
The range-energy relation seems capable o~ representing experiment to within 0.3% in the energy range 500-1500 MeV (Fig. 4) . For carbon and iron the e~~ective excitation energies were measured to be Ic == 79 ± 7 eV;
IFe == 287 ± 13 eV.
The value recommended in a National Research Council 15 report ~or iron is -----tfoooB ·v riit in~··,;-iTRl"** 
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